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THINK | PAIR | SHARE
Do your current exams…
• reliably measure student learning?
• develop professional competencies or skills?
• evaluate content and critical thinking? 
• communicate to students how this course ties to future goals?
• require students to apply concepts/ideas in new contexts?
•make you look forward to grading?

THINK (2 min)



THINK | PAIR | SHARE
How might you …
• reliably measure student learning?
• develop professional competencies or skills?
• evaluate content and critical thinking? 
• communicate to students how this course ties to future goals?
• require students to apply concepts/ideas in new contexts?
•make you look forward to grading?

Pair & Discuss (5 min)



THINK | PAIR | SHARE

Share key ideas
Popcorn-style!

Jot	down	any	ideas	you	have	for	your	own	course
(you’ll	need	this	later)



The Innovative Course-building Group

Faculty centered
• is a grass-roots social network 
• supports educators across disciplines and at all ranks

Teaching centered
• focuses on important student learning
• uses civic issues as a catalyst for designing engaging courses

The	Innovative	Course-building	Group	(IC-bG)
http://icbg.wordpress.com



Our Guiding Principles

1. Time is valuable
• No busy work
• Meetings intentionally designed to support members

2. Good ideas recycled, refined and adapted become great ideas
• No need to reinvent the wheel

3. Collaboration supports innovation
• We work in the third space

The	Innovative	Course-building	Group	(IC-bG)
http://icbg.wordpress.com



Adapted	from	Understanding	by	
Design by	Wiggins	&	McTighe

Big	Idea
What	is	the	“big	picture”	or	lofty	idea?

Goals
What	do	you	want	your	students	to	be	able	to	do?

Activities
Debates,	reports,	experiments,	

posters,	presentations,	interviews,	
essays,	exams

Assessment
Did	students	achieve	the	goals?	
Include	formative	&	summative	

assessment.

Reflect
What	worked?	What	can	be	improved?



Why design with the end in mind?

• Focus your efforts on what you want students to achieve.
•Move away from ‘covering the textbook’
• to developing professionals and citizens

• Improve student and teacher engagement.
•Connect course outcomes, activities, and assessment.
• Time is spent on what matters.
•Use to justify resource needs.
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Do we speak the same language?

Assessment
• the process of  gathering information 
• used to make a judgment

Grading
• the process of  scoring student work 
• used to rank student performance. 
• may or may not measure what they learned

Test
• formalized attempt to determine what a learner knows / is able to do 
• compared to established criteria or standard
• information about performance is documented

Evaluation
• process of  determining if  student meets standard



The McTighe & Wiggins Model

Goal – The goal is to ______.
Role – Your role is _______.
Audience – The target audience is ______.
Situation – The context you find yourself  in is ______.
Product or Performance – You need to ______.
Standards for Success – Your work must _____.

McTighe,	J.,	&	Wiggins,	G.	(2004).	The	Understanding	by	Design	Handbook.



My example: Chemistry & Climate

1. Thematic exploration of  chemistry in the climate.
2. Students apply the principles of  first-semester chemistry to:
• ozone depletion
• global climate change
• ground-level pollution

3. Content learned through problem-based learning activities 

chemistryandclimate.wordpress.com



Student learning outcomes

• Students will be able to explain multiple approaches that respond to problems in 
chemistry

• Students will be able to implement effective search strategies and evaluate sources of  
chemical information for relevance and authority.

• Students will be able to explain and analyze scientific evidence.
• Students will be able to form logical conclusions from the chemical information presented.
• Students will understand the chemical properties of  atoms, molecules, ions and gases.
• Students will understand the chemical principles of  stoichiometry, reactions in solutions, 

thermochemistry, atomic structure, periodicity and bonding.
• Students will construct strategies to solve problems with integrated concepts and evaluate 

solutions 

Ask your neighbor: 
How would you grade students on these outcomes?



Before After



Imagine you are a chemist in the year 2000 working in a stratospheric ozone depletion research group., 
You travel back in time to 1987 prior to adoption of  the Montreal Protocol with the scientific evidence 
you have available to you. Your task is to prepare a convincing presentation that will convince politicians 
and the general public the importance of  adopting the protocol.

You’ve been asked by your research director to prepare a poster presentation that addresses the following 
criteria: 
1. Provide context for the issue – that will convince scientists and non-scientists unfamiliar with the 

controversy and the data. 
2. Use a minimum of  four sets of  the data we discussed. 
3. Explain the chemical basis for the issue, which includes chemical structures and reactions. 
4. Provide a timeline for ozone depletion and recovery. 
5. Use additional, scientifically valid resources to make your case. 

The Scenario: 



Goal:
• defend position on the Montreal Protocol with data

Role:
• ozone scientist

Audience:
• world leaders & public

Situation:
• 1987 Montreal Protocol discussions

Product or Performance 
• prepare a convincing argument supported by a poster.

Standards for Success
• provide context appropriate for non-scientists
• support argument with data and scientifically valid sources
• provide scientifically accurate explanations
• prepare a plausible timeline for ozone depletion and recovery



World Geography

A patient (who is a visitor from abroad) has entered the emergency 
room complaining of  a high fever, body aches, a rash, and bleeding 
from the gums. She doesn’t speak English but has indicated that she 
would like to speak to a Catholic priest.  
1. What questions do you need to ask?
2. What country do you think this person is from?
3. How does understanding geography help you help this person?
4. What questions do you need to ask to ensure public safety? 



Sociology:  Racial Stratification

Local high school students submitted the following questions.  Choose one and 
write a 5-7 page essay accessible to the high school audience that demonstrates a 
deep command of  the course material.
1. What is race; is it just skin color?  If  yes, how can skin color be the 

determining factor of  why one race is better than another?  What is racism; 
(how) is it different from discrimination or prejudice?  Can only white people 
be racist?  Is reverse racism a thing?  

2. How has racism over time actually affected the history of  this country?  How 
has it actually affected different races’ position in society/politics/media, 
etc.?  Why is so much discussion of  racism focused on the history of  African 
Americans or the black/white divide?

3. Why are Native Americans the only targeted groups for mascots? Why hasn’t 
this changed?  Why do people seem to know so little about the history of  
Native Americans?



Teacher Preparation: Advocacy

Craft a letter to a local school administrator advocating for teacher development around one of  the 
following concepts:
1. Teachers should have faculty development on how to incorporate more exercise/movement into 

their classrooms
2. Teachers should have faculty development on using better questioning techniques, especially all 

answer, TPS, and random call
3. Teachers should have faculty development on using CPS (collaborative and proactive solutions)
4. Teachers should have a book group based on the book Choice Words so that they can learn 

about how the specific language they use in the classroom can make a big difference in student 
learning.

5. Teachers should have a book group based on the book Multiplication is for White People so that 
they can learn more about how to be culturally responsive. 

6. Teachers should have a book group based on the book Drive so that they can learn more about 
human motivation, what works to develop intrinsic motivation and what doesn’t work. 



Outdoor Education: Challenge course

You’ve been asked to design a 3-hour challenge course program 
for the local Boys & Girls club.



Brainstorm
(on your own)

Identify a concept or skill every student that completes your 
course should know or be able to do.

What would the student have to do to prove to you they have 
mastered this concept or skill?



Design
(with a buddy)

Help each other design a scenario (real or imaginary) that ...
1. requires the student use what they’ve learned in class.
2. uncovers thought processes.
3. relies on higher-order learning (apply, analyze, evaluate, create)



Warm Feedback Cool Feedback



Descriptions	of	the	
criteria	for	
evaluation

What	is	the	desired	
outcome?

Descriptions	of	the	different	levels	of	
achievement.		What	would	an	

accomplished/developing	performance	look	like?

Rubrics	can	…
• be	general
• be	specific
• be	qualitative
• be	quantitative
• be	holistic
• measure	behavior
• assess	content
• assess	skills
• used	by	one
• or	many



Build your own

Guiding Questions
•Do the criteria in your rubric align to the outcomes in your 

course/unit goals?
•Will students be able to demonstrate gains in the criteria by 

completing the planned task? 
• Is mastery possible?
•Will the rubric evaluation give you the information you want?

ALIGNMENT IS CRUCIAL!



Peer & Public 
Review



Student Feedback
• the group presentations were a nice change of  pace and good experience in trying to teach. They 

were great learning experiences and should be done in the future.
• I believe the presentations were helpful. Since being able to communicate information 

orally is so important in this field I believe that any amount of  practice one can get is a 
great thing. The group problem solving activities were also helpful in the sense that we got to share 
the knowledge we gained with our peers.
• I really enjoyed the case study presentations this semester. When the students teach, they 

know how they like to learn which makes it easier to follow because they want it to be easy 
to follow as well.
• Yes, the presentations were good learning experiences. I got more exposure to the 

material. The presentation forced me to repeatedly read the material so that I can explain 
the text material to my peers.



Thank YOU!
Contact me for further resources:

jkmetzker@gmail.com


